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apex calculus 4th edition is a calculus textbook written for traditional college/university
calculus courses. it has the look and feel of the calculus book you likely use right now
(stewart, thomas & finney, etc.). the explanations of new concepts is clear, written for
someone who does not yet know calculus. each section ends with an exercise set with

ample problems to practice & test skills (odd answers are in the back). the text is
designed to be a direct replacement for stewart-thomas-finney calculus. the goal is to

make a calculus textbook that is more accessible, not just to novice students, but also to
those who have already completed the course. for example, we have left out the
complex proofs (in lieu of counting on the reader to use their intuition), and the

examples are written to provide the instructor with an immediate sense of the ideas
without requiring them to perform the calculations. the chapters have been rearranged

to highlight the key concepts that are most relevant to the course and that are often the
most difficult to convey. active calculus multivariable is the continuation of active

calculus to multivariable functions. the active calculus texts are different from most
existing calculus texts in at least the following ways: the texts are free for download by
students and instructors in.pdf format; in the electronic format, graphics are in full color
and there are live html links to java applets; the texts are open source, and interested
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instructors can gain access to the original source files upon request; the style of the texts
requires students to be active learners there are very few worked examples in the texts,

with there instead being 3-4 activities per section that engage students in connecting
ideas, solving problems, and developing understanding of key calculus concepts; each

section begins with motivating questions, a brief introduction, and a preview activity, all
of which are designed to be read and completed prior to class; the exercises are few in

number and challenging in nature.
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quell & anschauer, the art and history of mathematical illustration: an illustrated history,
2010. this book traces the origins of mathematical illustration from medieval manuscripts
to modern books and websites. the purpose of the book is to provide a general overview

of the history of mathematical illustration, including the roles of mathematicians and
illustrators, as well as the types of illustrations used, and the impact that such

illustrations have had on the work of mathematicians and on mathematics in general. in
this workshop we will help you to design activities and assignments that contribute to
mastering key concepts in your course of study. you will be given specific strategies to

use that will bring your capstone into the realm of the ideal capstone experience: a
meaningful, purposeful activity that meets your goal of earning a certificate of

excellence. covering all aspects of education at the high school, college and graduate
school levels, this book has been written for a wide range of students and institutions. it
is intended to help both pre-service and practicing teachers incorporate more effective,
effective and meaningful teaching and learning practices into their classrooms. it will be
of benefit to those involved in the education of secondary school students in general and

those who are involved in teacher education in particular. it will be of benefit to both
preservice teachers and practising teachers. this textbook is part of the openintro

statistics series and offers complete coverage of the high school ap statistics curriculum.
real data and plenty of inline examples and exercises make this an engaging and

readable book. links to lecture slides, video overviews, calculator tutorials, and video
solutions to selected end of chapter exercises make this an ideal choice for any high
school or community college teacher. in fact, portland community college recently

adopted this textbook for its introductory statistics course, and it estimates that this will
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save their students $250,000 per year. find out more at: openintro.org/ahss 5ec8ef588b
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